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Objectives for the contribution

Do you agree with these objectives for our contribution?   No

1b. What is most important to you?
Firstly the truth would help........all we get is Govt & Media hyped LIES and more LIES!!!!! May you all repent in the course of time.

What would be a fair contribution for New Zealand?

2. What do you think the nature of New Zealand’s emissions and economy means for the level of target that we set?
Nothing, as it is an ANGEDA 21/UN hoax/scam WORLDWIDE!!!!!!!Hit the delete button now to the whole sorry scam....DO IT NOW!!!!!!

How will our contribution affect New Zealanders?

3. What level of cost is appropriate for New Zealand to reduce it’s greenhouse gas emissions? For example, what would be a reasonable reduction in annual household consumption?
We pay enough now for rubbish/recycling collection and not paying any more taxes on that thank you...

4. Of the opportunities for New Zealand to reduce its emissions (as outlined on page 15 of the discussion document), which do you think are the most likely to occur, or be most important for New Zealand?   Refer Q 2

Summary

5. How should New Zealand take into account the future uncertainties of technologies and costs when setting its target?  Refer Q 2

Other comments

6. Is there any further information you wish the Government to consider? Please explain.
If you are serious about man made climate change, then STOP the HAARP/BLUE BEAM geoengineering chemtrail toxic aerosol spraying over NZ, this is a crime against humanity and those carrying it out, like Air NZ, pilots, admin, ground crews etc, will be charged in accordance with the law, you have a short memory when it comes to history, rememeber the Romanian leader and his wife, and Italy’s leader WW2 and his girlfriend and his scum bag buddies......Also check both poles out right now, ice in record numbers. With the jet stream and gulf stream bastardised , you can guess what is coming AND IT ISNT WARMING!!! Thank you for nothing to be be able to
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Submit this, as if the truth prevailed none of this hoax/scam expense would be needed, 1/2 the Enviro office/ministry of drones could go get a real job, and more funds like the flag debarkle expense could be spent where it is need most. Like roads!!!! Regards Wayne Muntz